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Mr Chairman, Members of the Committee, 

 

Thank you for the invitation for the IRHA to attend before this Committee 

today to discuss the potential implications of Brexit for the distribution of 

goods in our island nation.  

At the outset I would like to commend the Committee for being so active 

in this area.  

It is vitally important that this Committee retains its vigilance and interest 

in what happens to our freight and transport industry in the coming 

months.  

The Committee has a particular role in holding the State and State 

agencies to account to ensure that they do their jobs properly and place 

the needs and wellbeing of our citizens to the fore of their consideration 

and focus.  

It is very important that the Committee understands that the next four 

weeks will be a period of unprecedented disruption for the movement of 

goods in Ireland.  

For the first time in nearly 50 years customs and import controls will 

apply at ports and airports on both sides of the Irish Sea.  

 



Even if a deal is reached and implemented between the EU and the UK 

on tariffs, the new arrangements involving inspections by the Revenue, 

the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, the HSE and An 

Garda Siochana will create hold ups at our ports and airports.   

For hauliers, these disruptions and obstructions will have catastrophic 

consequences.  

For a start we do not influence the scheduling of ferries, or the opening 

of terminals or the management of traffic at our Ports and approaching 

roads. We are entirely dependent on the people that run the ferries, 

control the Ports and manage the traffic to ensure that they operate 

effectively and efficiently. Even without the new checks and controls our 

Ports are heavily congested at certain peak times.  

God only knows what the level of disruption will be once the new checks 

and controls take effect from 1 January 2021.  

For our members, these new checks and controls will have huge 

implications and massive knock-on consequences.  

As hauliers we are under considerable pressure to get our goods to their 

destination on time for our customers.  

Our drivers also operate under strict tachograph rules which tightly 

regulate their driving hours. If a driver goes over his hours, for instance 

while waiting for a Customs or Department of Agriculture check –   they 

are hit by a mandatory rest period.  

The disruption that this will cause is immense and has the capacity to 

bring the licensed haulage industry to a standstill. 

So what can be done to ensure that we reduce the risks of delay, 

congestion and disruption to trade; 



First, it is vital that there is a single entity that takes responsibility for the 

free movement of traffic at our ports so that this does not fall between 

the cracks. For instance in Dublin Port, where any delays and 

congestion could be acute when the new system of checks and controls 

is introduced, the movement of traffic into and around the Port falls to no 

fewer than 6 separate entities – Dublin Port Company, Dublin City 

Council, the National Roads Authority, Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 

An Garda Siochana and the Department of Transport. Some single 

entity needs to take overall control and responsibility for traffic into, out 

of and around the Port  - otherwise the ball will be passed from Billy to 

Jack and we will end up with uncoordinated chaos. 

Second – lets tackle the obvious pressure points which we can do 

something about. For instance, it is completely insane that the main 

RoRo ferry services in Dublin Port all arrive and depart roughly within 30 

minutes of each other. This schedule ensures that there is massive 

pressure on facilities and the road network at specific times, rather than 

spread throughout the day. It makes logical sense that the in the context 

of the challenges that Brexit will present, that the schedules for these 

ferries should be spread out and not so concentrated. 

If the ferry companies won’t make these changes themselves, then the 

port authorities should force them to do so and use whatever statutory 

powers they have to control ships within the Ports under the Harbours 

Acts.   

There is also an added concern that we need to be assured that the 

ferry companies are not acting in unison or talking to each other about 

their arrival and departure times – the Competition and Consumer 

Protection Commission and the EU Commission should be alert for any 



attempt by the ferry companies to carve up the market for ferry services 

between Ireland and the UK. 

Thirdly we also need the RSA and the Department of Transport to cut 

licensed hauliers some slack. The RSA as the enforcement authority 

and the Department as the entity responsible for policy on commercial 

road transport need to recognise that this is not business as usual. They 

need to recognise that licensed haulier will face unprecedented 

challenges due to obstructions and delays and as such require an 

element of flexibility in the application of existing rules. We are not 

talking about compromising road safety or driver welfare, but instead 

taking account of the acute pressure and stress on the sector, but a 

more purposeful enforcement regime. They should actively pursue the 

scope for any derogations that can be applied for the next extraordinary 

period. Apparently, we’re all in this together as the saying goes. 

 

Finally, it is imperative that the State agencies (Revenue, DAFM, HSE, 

An Garda Siochana) that are going to be conducting the inspections and 

controls at our ports deploy adequate resources and technology to allow 

them to do so with the least disruption possible. The inspection points 

need to be manned to meet demand, IT should be used to the maximum 

to ensure that drivers can prepare for and minimise delays and a risk-

based approach should be adopted to inspections.  

The success or failure of Ireland’s preparation for Brexit will not be on 

the shoulders of my members – it will firmly rest with the different State 

agencies who have been asked by the Government to carry out the 

preparations. And this Committee should be fearless and relentless in 

holding these entities to account. 


